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My perspective
I

Born and raised in California

I

PhD at UC Davis (Agricultural and Resource Economics)

I

“Conflict and cooperation within an organization”

I

Moved to the Netherlands (for better governance)

California has water problems related to:
I

Stressed and dying ecosystems

I

Excessive groundwater use and contamination

I

Shortages of water and cash at utilities

I

Endless lawsuits to shift costs ($ and H2 O)

I wrote a book about these issues. . .
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“The end” means we need to discard old fallacies.
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Example: Urban shortage fallacies

Claim: Cheap water helps the poor.
Truth: No. It helps those who consume more, i.e., the rich.
Claim: Higher prices will not reduce demand.
Truth: They will, especially when subsidies are removed.
Claim: Utilities will steal if revenues are greater.
Truth: Only if (corrupt/incompetent) regulators let them.
Bottom Line: Higher prices can improve resilience (protecting
systems and conserving water), even as rebates help the poor.
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Example: Irrigation fallacies
Claim: Efficient irrigation “saves water.”
Truth: No. Saved water goes to additional irrigation.
Claim: Farmers cannot afford to pay for water.
Truth: Farmers will not pay of politicians give free water.
Claim: Farmers need water subsidies to provide food security.
Truth: No. Subsidies deplete water, lowering security.
Claim: Groundwater is not worth monitoring.
Truth: It is if you value resilience.
Bottom Line: Correct prices lead to sustainable irrigation.
(Markets helps set “correct prices” but rights need to be clear.)
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Example: Food security fallacies
On the eve of World War I, First Lord of the
Admiralty Winston Churchill made a historic decision: to
shift the power source of the British navy’s ships from
coal to oil. But the switch also meant that the Royal
Navy would rely not on coal from Wales but on insecure
oil supplies from what was then Persia. Energy security
thus became a question of national strategy. Churchill’s
answer? “Safety and certainty in oil,” he said, “lie in
variety and variety alone.”
1. Keep your water in the ground.
2. Trade for food and maintain stored supplies.
3. Turn to stored food and water if trade is disrupted.
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From TEoA to Climate change

I

Increased water demand has come from population increases
and greater wealth.

I

In many cases, demand has outstripped supply, leading to
“mining” of water resources.

I

“Nature makes a drought, but man makes a shortage.”

Bottom Line: Climate change will further strain (or break)
systems that lack robust adaptive management. Higher
temperatures will increase demand; shifting precipitation will
disrupt supplies.
What do we mean by strain?
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Climate change means non-stationarity
Maximum temperatures 10C higher than today
(equivalent to a wet-bulb temperature of 35C) would
cross an absolute thermodynamic limit to metabolic heat
dissipation [at which] more than half of today’s human
population would be living in places where, at least once
a year, there would be periods when death from heat
stress would ensue after about six hours of exposure. By
contrast, today the highest wet bulb temperature
anywhere on Earth is about 30C. Even at much lower
wet-bulb temperatures than 35C, life would become
debilitating and physical labor would be unthinkable. The
massive unrest and uncontainable pressures this might
bring to bear on the world’s human population are almost
unimaginable. —Hansen (2011)
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Bandar Mahshahr hits 74C (“off the wetbulb charts”)
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This project should help us think about adaption. . .
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This is NOT Adaptation
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Adaptation

I

Adaptation means changing institutions (formal rules and
informal habits) to suit new conditions (“non-stationarity”).

I

Entrepreneurial innovations facilitate adaptation, but they
must contend with inertia.

I

Old systems will break as conditions exceed design
specifications. Are we prepared?

The Life plus 2 meters project will help people imagine
(non)adaptation, but reality requires building robust systems.
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How might we adapt?
Cities and industry have money, but environments and farmers
have water.
Thus, we need proper policies from governments to set market and
non-market signals of proper water management.
Examples:
I

End subsidies (flood insurance, energy) for bad behavior.

I

Manage water systems for reliability (safety margins).

I

Use ecosystems as natural buffers (cooling, floods, droughts).

I

Improve governance to share risks and responses.

I

Trade and migration, not walls.

Bottom line: Social and business entrepreneurs can play a big role
in this time of “forced innovation.”
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Thank you!

Email:
Blog:
Book:
Project:

dzetland@gmail.com
aguanomics.com
livingwithwaterscarcity.com [free!]
lifeplus2m.com
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